Устанавливается скорость сходимости в центральной предель ной теореме для некоторых слабо зависимых последовательностей при условии степенного затухания ковариаций. Эти последователь ности предполагаются ассоциированными или удовлетворяющими общему свойству гауссовских процессов и положительно (или от рицательно) зависимых случайных величин.
1.
Introduction and notation. Let (X n ) ne z be a sequence of associ ated random variables (r.v.'s), i.e., for every finite subcollection ..., X{ n and every pair of coordinatewise nondecreasing functions h,k: R n -> R whenever the covariance is defined. This definition was introduced by Esary, Proschan, and Walkup [13] , mainly for the sake of applications in reliability and statistics.
In the following we assume that X, = 0 for г ^ 0, EX{ = 0 and EX? < oo. We put S n = Xi + • • • + X n} S 0 = 0, V n = D5 n . We suppose without loss of generality that |cov(X t ,X 7 )| < 1 for all i,j G N. Finally, we denote by 7r n the deviation of the distribution of S n /\/Vn from the normal law, that is cov(h(Xi ...,X in ), k(X ilt ...,X in ))*0,
*Universite de Paris-Sud, Probabilites, statistique et modelisation, Bat. 425, 91405 Orsay Cedex, France; e-mail: Sana.Louhichi@math.u-psud.fr where ф denotes the distribution of a standard normal law. Bounds of 7r n are known as Berry-Esseen type estimates. The first Berry-Esseen type estimation under association was given by Wood [26] . He obtained a rate of order 0(n -1 / 5 ). Wood's rate is far from the optimal Berry-Esseen's rate 0(nl l 2 ) (see [18] ).
The best possible rate for association was obtained by Birkel [3] . He obtained a rate of order 0(n" 1^2 lnn) if the associated sequence has a finite moment of order (3+p), if inf n V n /n > 0 and if the sequence U(n) defined by U(n) = sup A . 6 ]y ^2j.^_ k^n cov(Xj,Xk) decreases exponentially fast to 0.
Recently, Bulinski [4] , [6] , [7] gave Berry-Esseen type estimates for associated random fields.
The main task of this paper is to study the behavior of 7r n under a power decay of the covariance of the associated process. We cannot expect the Berry-Esseen rate (^(n"" 1 / 2 ), since an example in [3] shows that a rate of order 0(n~ll 2 \nn) cannot be obtained under an hyperbolic decay of U(n).
We prove that ж п = C^n" 1 / 3 ), if inf n V n /n > 0, sup,^0 ||Xi|| 3+p < oo and if oo sup^Tzcov 1 -1 /^, X k -i) < oo (2) hold for some p>0,l<g<l + p (here and in the sequel \\X\\ P denotes (E|X| p ) 1 / p ). We do not know whether this rate is optimal, but we note that also for bounded mixing sequences, Rio [21] obtained the convergence rate 0(n -1 /
3 ) under the condition Yli^i га * < 0 0 » where (a t ) tG N denotes the strong mixing coefficients introduced by Rosenblatt [23] .
If moreover the sequences are bounded, then the condition of associa tion on the processes may be weakened. In fact, we only assume that the sequence (X n ) ne^ satisfies the following property. Definition 1. A sequence (X n ) ne^ is said to be (AG) if there exists a sequence (X n ) n€ N of r.v.'s such that DJ, ^ DX t , for all i G N, and
holds for all disjoint finite subsets A and В of N and for all functions h and к having bounded first differentials.
This property is known to hold for Gaussian and associated sequences (cf., for example, [3] and [11] ). We call the previous inequality the (AG) property. Random variables satisfying the (AG) property will be called (AG) r.v.'s.
Since associated sequences satisfy the (AG) property with (X n ) = (X n ) (cf. Lemma 3-1 in [3] ), we deduce that for an associated sequence (X n )n€N> the sequence (g(X n )) n satisfies also the (AG) property with (X n ) = (Hflf'llooXn) (g f denotes the first derivative of the real-valued function g).
The (AG) property with (X n ) = (X n ) is also satisfied by negatively dependent r.v.'s (cf. [7] ); we recall that the sequence {X n ) n£^ is negatively dependent if for all coordinatewise nondecreasing real-valued functions h and к cov(h(Xi, i G А), к(Х { , i G В)) ^ 0 holds for all finite and disjoint subsets A and Б of N. We refer to [14] for more about this notion of negative dependence.
Contrary to mixing, this class of weakly dependent processes does not directly involve a-algebras generated, but their dependence structure is con tained in second order properties. This means that orthogonality is equiva lent to independence. Notice that such sequences are special weakly depen dent sequences as defined in [11] . This implies that nontrivial adaptations are necessary here to adapt Rio's [21] method (for strongly mixing sequences) in Lindeberg theorem.
For (AG) sequences bounded by M, we obtain a convergence rate 0(n"*/ 3 ), if 0 < 6 < 1 and if [19] also [20] ). In particu lar, we obtain for nondegenerate sequences of centered and associated r.v.'s having finite moment of order (3 + p)
where 1 < q < 1 + p and С denotes a positive constant not depending on n (cf. Theorem 4). For bounded, (AG) and weakly stationary sequences, we obtain + ^|>in(l, (' + 1)^) sup|co»№,i t -,)l|, (7) in this case the constant С is universal. Such bounds are useful in the study of Berry-Esseen estimates of triangular arrays of (AG) sequences, such as the study of the asymptotic normality of kernel estimators of associated r.v.'s.
Finally, we prove Rosenthal type inequalities of order r G ]2,3] for bound ed sequences of (AG) r.v.'s (cf. Proposition 1). The main interest of those inequalities is that they give the right bound for integrated moments of nonparametric estimators (see [9] for more about).
We conclude this section with some remarks concerning the Lindeberg method (cf. [15] ).
This method was adapted by several authors in order to obtain central limit theorems for triangular arrays. In the mixing setting it was first used by Doukhan and Portal [10] . They studied the rates of convergence in the multidimensional central limit theorem. Adapting the Lindeberg method, Rio [22] obtained the optimal Berry-Esseen rate for a class of weakly depen dent r.v.'s (see also [21] ). Recently, Dedecker [8] uses this approach to prove a CLT for stationary random fields under a projective criterion. This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we give the main results. Theorems 1 and 2 deal with the Berry-Esseen estimation under association and the (AG) property. Theorems 3 and 4 give upper bounds of the Dudley distances under the weak dependence previously considered. The proofs of the main results are given in Section 3. Proposition 2 is the main tool for the proofs. An Appendix is dedicated to prove this proposition. 
(ii) Suppose now that condition (4) holds for some function ф in Ф (defined by (5)) verifying for some positive p, ф(х) ~ х 2 1п р (ж) as x -> oo.
Remark 1. In the mixing case, the order obtained 0(n~sl 2 ) is close to the optimal rate (cf. Theorem 2 in [21] ). The exponent 6/2 is here replaced by <5/3: the loss is due to the (AG) property (cf. Lemma 2 below).
Remark 2. There is a connection between an estimate of the loga rithm rate in the central limit theorem and the law of the iterated logarithm, i.e., the relation
as it can be seen from Theorem 7.2 in [18] (cf. also [5] or [12] ).
For unbounded and associated sequences, we obtain the following BerryEsseen estimates.
Theorem 2. Let {X n ) ne fq be a sequence of centered and associated r.v.'s satisfying (8) . Suppose that there exist some constants p > 0 and g€ ]1,1 + p[ such that condition (2) holds and that sup||X e -|| 3+p < oo.
(
Remark 3. For associated sequence, condition (8) is satisfied as soon as this follows from the inequality: D(S n + k -S k ) < DS n + k -BS k} proved for associated sequences. Condition (8) holds also if (X n ) ne jq is a weakly stationary sequence such that v k := V k -V^-i converges to a positive real number (see (3.7) and (3.8) of [21] ).
Remark 4. For bounded and associated sequences fulfilling (8), the bound (12) of Theorem 2 is obtained from (9) with 6 = 1. In order to check this, only let q tends to infinity in (2) (recall that associated sequences satisfy the (AG) property with X { = X { ).
Remark 5. Birkel [1] obtained the rate given by (9) for associated sequence (X n ) neN fulfilling ЩХ { ) = 0, sup -E\X { \ 3 < oo, inf n V n /n > 0 and
Clearly, condition (3) stated for bounded and associated sequences (see The orem 1) improves (13).
Remark 6. Bulinski [7] gave convergence rates in the CLT for pos itively and negatively dependent random fields under a power decrease of the correlation. For bounded and associated or negatively dependent sequences, Theorem 1 here improves on Bulinski's [7] results. Bulinski's results are how ever available for random fields having finite moments of order s G ]2,3] and also the summation is performed over finite sets of arbitrary configuration. Moreover, employing the Cox-Grimmett coefficient Bulinski demonstrates that his results are optimal, in a sense, for rapid power-type decay of covari ance. Let us note that Bulinski's method is different from ours.
The next theorem provides upper bounds on the Dudley distances be tween the distribution of S n /y/Vn and the standard normal distribution of Y.
Theorem 3. Let (X n ) ne^ be a sequence of (AG) r.v. 's. Suppose moreover that (X n ) n^ is a weakly stationary sequence and uniformly bounded by M.
Then there exists an universal positive constant С for which the bound (7) holds.
It is possible to omit the stationarity assumption in the associated case, as it is proved by the forthcoming result. Proposition 1 applied to the centered sequence (g(X n )) n when {Х п ) пе ?$ is an associated sequence and g is a bounded function with a bounded first derivative, yields for r G ]2,3]
where
This last inequality improves the corresponding one in [24] by a multi plicative factor n e . However the involved inequality (4.6) in [24] holds for any r > 2 and any unbounded function g.
We refer to [25] for versions of Rosenthal inequality for associated ran dom fields. Birkel's moment inequalities (cf. [2] ) are also deduced from Proposition 1. 
M(t) = 0(\lnt\-*>).

3) Suppose now that sup A .]T)£ 1 (i + 1)|СОУ(Я*,Я*_|)| < со. Then M(t) = 0(t).
Proof. We deduce from Lemmas 1 and 2 that |0 n (t) -П?=10пД<)1 has an order O^n 1 "*) (respectively, 0(* 2 n In"? n) and 0(t 2 )) if the (AG) sequence satisfies (3) (respectively, (4) and (2)).
(ii) In order to bound | П?=1 &i,i(0 -exp(-V4 2 /2)|, we shall use the following propositions. 
We deduce from Proposition 3, that the left-hand side of (19) is of order 0(t 8 ) (respectively, 0(|ln*|"P)) if condition (3) (respectively, (4)) is satisfied.
For unbounded sequences of associated r.v.'s, we obtain the following. 
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Let us come back to the proof of Theorems 1 and 2 (the proof of Propo sitions 3 and 4 is given in the Subsection 3.1.1).
We suppose first that the sequence is (AG) and that (3) holds; then inequality (3.11) of [21] (17) Thus the bound (9) is obtained with T = n _1 / 2+5 / 3 .
We suppose now that the (AG) sequence satisfy (ii) of Theorem 1. Then (19) together with (17) So, we get the bound (10) if we take T = (ln p / 3 n)/\/n in the last inequality. Finally, suppose that the sequence is associated and assume that all the conditions of Theorem 2 hold. Then, as before, (3.11) of [21] together with (20) and (17) 
Ty/nJ
Hence the bound (12) follows with T = n -1 / 6 .
Proof of Propositions 3 and 4.
We have, for all n > n 0 :
Clearly, max k<n
^ max k<n
</>k(t) -exp ( --J
+ max k<n <i>k(t) -(i -
Hence Proposition 2 applied when /(ж) is either cos(ta) or sin(to), implies that the quantity \<f> k (t) -(1 -v k t 2 /2) ф к^) \ is of order 0(**+(2+Р)/(З+Р)) if the sequence is associated and if (8), (11) and (2) We first give a bound for x k . It is easily seen that, On the other hand (denoting by ЦХЦ2 = sup, ЦХ.Цг),
The previous inequalities, together with Lemma 3, yield 
When Yk is a normal law with D Y k = V n /n and EYfc = 0, there holds
If moreover (X t ) tG N l s a weakly stationary sequence, then \nv k -V n \ ^ 2Er=i(^ + nl r>ib )|BJriXi +r | and ELi \nv k -V n \ < 4nE"=i r|E*iXi +r |. Hence we get for (AG) sequences:
In the associated case, Yk is supposed to be a normal law with D Y k = Vk and EY k = 0, then (24) yields: |Д 2 ,*(/)| ^ Cb 3 v\ l2 .
Holder's inequality yields:
Hence we obtain for associated sequences
Control o f |Ai^(/)|. Since 2Vn, n is independent of the se quence (I t ) t -6 N, we obtain (using also Appendix: Proof of Proposition 2. The proof of Proposition 2 is done in two steps.
Step 1: The Lindeberg-Rio decomposition. ] and g(S k ) -g(S k -i) = X k £g'(S k -i + uX k )du, for convenient functions 5.
Step 2: Covariance inequalities. Now we evaluate the covariance quantities of Lemma 4. We will use repeatedly the following inequalities:
1. Proof of (15) . Suppose here that the sequence {X n ) ne^ is (AG) and bounded by M. Let a k (defined in Lemma 4) equal to min(6263 l M~l, A:). It follows from Taylor's formula and the (AG) property that:
Now we apply the (AG) property with 
In the same way, we bound the quantities
Inequality (15) follows if we bound the last quantity of (25) . For this write 2. Proof of (16) . We suppose now that the sequence (X n ) n€ N l s associated. 
these last inequalities will be used on several occasions. We note also that Z(x) is a nondecreasing function of the r.v. X. Hence by (5* 4 ) of [13] the vector (Z(x),Y,X) is associated whenever (X, Y) fulfills the association property.
The following two lemmas are the main tools for the proof of (16). Hence we obtain for a suitable choice of M roo Г ос \A 2 \ < 26 3 1/p
